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l. INTRODUCTTON
Äl.l Motivation
Power factor correction has long been an area of interest to
electricutilities.The losses in transmission and distribution systems areredu ed—
as the power factor approaches unity. With the high cost of today's energy, ]
having a good power factor becomes even more desirable. Studies havesh w that
two-thirds of all electric energy generated is consumed byelectri motors
[1]. Because of the large number of induction motors in theUnitedStates,
there have been devices developed which reduce the amount of energy ]
used by induction motors. One of these devices, the Nola Power Factor
Controller, improves the power factor of a motor when the motor isperatingu der
light load. The Nola controller is analyzed in thisres ch.T e
power factor of a machine can be defined as the cosine of
thephaseangle difference between the stator voltage and current. A power ]
factor of anywhere from 0.8 to 0.95 is typical for induction
motorsoperatingunder full load. Motors are designed to have theiroptimumpow r
factors when they are being operated at rated value. When operating p
under light or no—load, a power factor as low as 0.1 or 0.2 can exist [18]. ]
Under light load conditions, a relatively large current flows in the machine ]
and, hence, the TZR losses are large. Also, the TZR losses in thedis ribu i n.
system are greater even though little mechanical power is delivered toth moto .
The Nola controller reduces the light load losses by reducing
theaveragevoltage applied to the windings of the motor, and, therefore, reduces ]
the light load current. This is similar to improving the powerfac r._
]
]
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]
]
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Tests performed at Auburn University on the Nola controller have
shown promising results [19]. Energy savings of up to 65% can be realized
by using the controller. The percent savings decrease as the load
isincreased.Therefore, this device would be best suited for motors
thatoperateat or near no—load for a significant period of time. The present
cost of energy makes this device very attractive. Although the energy
savings appear to be significant, the possible adverse effects should be
investigated. ]
A motor which doesn't use the Nola controller will normally
havesinusoidalvoltag and current waveforms. The Nola controller
createsnonsinusoidalwaveforms by open circuiting the stator phases in the
propersequenceand for a specified amount of time. This is the method used to ]
decrease the average voltage across the windings of the machine. Theop nin a d
closing of the phases may give rise to harmful harmonics in the motor
and distribution system. Another possible adverse effect of opening and
closing the stator phases is the existence of a pulsating torque on the
shaft. The magnitude and frequency of this torque may affect
theoperationand life of the machine. r
The Nola Power Factor Controller has been shown to be effective as an
energy saving device. In today's world of high energy prices, the Nola
controller could be a beneficial aid in reducing operational costs. There
is also a chance that there are harmful consequences. The existence of
harmonics and an abnormal torque may affect the normal operation ofthe ot r
to which the controller is connected. This research will bec n r dwith
simulating the operation of three-phase, three- or four—wire induction r
machines under the influence of the Nola Controller. . ]
·]
]
]
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1.2 Literature Sumary ·
The definition of power factor for sinusoidal waveforms has long
beenestablished.This definition can t ke one of many forms dep nding on
thesystemor device being studied. In many introductory electric circuit
analysis books, the power factor is defined as the ratio of theveragepow r
to the apparent power [l]. The ratio of reactive power toap ren power
can be called the reactive power factor. By using trigonometric ]
identities, the equation for the instantaneous power can be expanded
togivan ther definition of power factor. This definition states that the
‘c siof the phase angle between the voltage and current is the power y
factor [1] · [3]. Both of these definitions assume that the voltage and ]
current have sinusoidal waveforms.
The development of thyristor controlled motors and high voltage
dcsystemswith conversion equipment has increased the importance of
studyingnonsinusoidalpower transmission [5]. Recently, work has been done to try ]
to determine the definition of power factor under nonsinusoidalco dit ns.Shepherd
and Zand [4] define nonsinusoidal power factor as the product
displacement factor and a distortion factor. The displacement factor is ]
the cosine of the phase angle of the fundamental component of current.
Thedistortionfactor is the ratio of the fundamental component f curre tt
current with harmonics included. The harmonics arise from the use
ofelectronicswitches such as triacs or hyristors. This definit on has ]
U
applications in rectifier circuits and R—L loads served bynonsinusoidalsupplies.
]
]
]
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The invention of induction machines in the l880's made ac power
I
N
systems competitive with dc systems. Today, most industrial motors are
N
three—phase induction machines [6]. Under steady—state operating conditions, N
a single-phase equivalent circuit can be used to analyze motor performance. - N
The development of the equivalent circuit can be found in most books that N
cover electric machinery [6] - [8]. The classical development utilizes N
magnetic field vectors modeled by Kirchoff's Current Law at a node. N
Quantities such as air gap power, torque, RMS stator current, RMS stator N
Voltage and the power factor can be calculated using this equivalent N
circuit. This model cannot be used to study transient operating conditions. N
[Another approach to induction machine modeling utilizes the Voltage
N
equations in matrix form [9] · [IO]. The differential Voltage equations N
can be written in terms of phase quantities, resistances and flux linkages. N
In order to facilitate the use of state equations, the flux linkages are N
written in terms of phase currents and inductances [9] — [IO]. To simplify
N
the solution of the Voltage equation, Krause utilizes an arbitrary reference N
frame (q-d—o) to eliminate the time—varying inductances of the machine [9], N
[ll]. The state equation form of the Voltage equations is well suited for N
analog and digital computer simulation. Many different operating conditions N
can be easily studied by using the q—d—o form of the Voltage equations.
N
The instantaneous Values of torque, stator and rotor currents and Voltages, N
and speed can be calculated using this form. N
‘ There has been much work done in the area of induction motor simulation. N
In the mid-l960's, Krause demonstrated the effectiveness of simulating
N
2-phase and 3—phase machines on an analog computer [ll]. The equations N
developed can be used to study the dynamic behavior of induction machines · N
N
N
N
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— under various balanced and unbalanced operating conditions. The analysis ]
of induction motors used in conjunction with electronic switchingdevi es a
be conveniently performed using Krause's methods.
Robertson and Hebbar [15] have shown that induction motors can
besimulateddirectly in ter s of their phase variables while maintaining
thecomputationalsimplicity of the q-d·o equa ions. This method is well suited ]
for the analysis of inverter—fed machines. Various terminal conditions can be ]
simulated for wye-connected 3-or 4—wire machines.
I
Digital simulation of induction motors became more efficientwi h
development of the digital computer. Decreased computationalti sh ve
made it possible to solve the untransformed motor equations inl ti e
than was previously possible [12].
Many types of electronic devices have been used in conjunction
withinductionmotors. The use of semicond ctor switching devices for
motorspeedcontr l creates a need to analyze motor performance under
non-continuousexcitation. Lipo [13] predicts steady-state performance by
finding the solution of the transformed machine equations in closed form. ]
This method eliminates the need for iterating to find the boundaryconditio sthat
arise from the switching of the thyristors. It can also be shown that
the computation time required is reduced because of the symetry of the
solution. Novotny and Fath [14] use a similar method in their analysis
of thyristor speed control of single-phase motors. Transient torques
that arise from switching of the stator supply are analyzed in [16] and [17].
The electronic devices that have been used for motor speed control have
more recently been used to reduce energy consumption [23]. The amount of
[ ]
]
]
]
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energy a motor uses can be reduced if the voltage applied to the machine ]
can be lowered. An electronic control loop has been developed atNASAtha
achieves this voltage reduction on lightly loaded motors [18],[22].The
NASA, or Nola, Power Factor Controller is the result of a program ]
aimed at reducing power consumption of spacecraft motors. Thisdeviceachieves
voltage reduction through the use of electronic circuitry and
atriaconnected in series with the stator windings of the motor.
TheNolaPower Factor Controller has been tested in variousindepende studies
[19] — [22]. The results indicate significant reduction in
energyconsumptionunder light loads. Little or no information is available
o theadverse effects of this con roller. Mohan [24] compares various
voltage reduction techniques in terms of the amount of harmonic current ]
generated. Results show that a triac connected in series with the
motor creates much more harmonic current than an autotransformer,
SCRcontrolcircuit. This work may be applicable to the investigation [
of the possible adverse effects of using the Nola Controller. Little or
no research has been done on how the Nola Controller effects motor torque.
]
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2. INDUCTION MACHINE MODELING
Ä
2.l Induction Motor Eguations Using ABC Variables
In the induction motor, alternating current is supplied to the stator
Ä
windings to produce a rotating MMF wave in the air·gap. Current in the
Ä Ä
rotor is produced by induction from the stator. The rotor current creates Ä
a rotating MMF wave that is stationary with respect to the stator MMF wave. Ä
The resultant air-gap flux-density wave produced from these MMFs reacts Ä
with the rotor MMF to produce torque. The distinguishing feature of the »Ä
torque produced by a balanced symmetrical three—phase induction motor is
X
that it is constant at all steady-state speeds.
An induction motor can be easily represented in terms of its flux
Ä
linkages, resistance and currents. To simplify the analysis of an induction Ä
motorga symmetrical machine model can be used. A symmetrical machine is Ä
defined as a poly-phase machine with [ll]:
l) a uniform air—gap
2) a linear magnetic circuit
3) identical stator windings, distributed so as to produce•w
X Ä.,a
sinusoidal MMF wave in space with the phases and
X
arranged so that only one rotating MMF wave is established
by balanced stator currents Ä
4) rotor coils or bars arranged so that the rotor MMF wave can Ä
be considered to be a space sinusoid having the same number Ä
of poles as the Statot MMF wave. Ä
This model neglects factors such as the harmonic content of the MMF wave, Ä
nonlinear magnetic circuit and the change in resistance due to temperature
X
and frequency changes.
X
Ä
Ä
8 N
Figure 2.1 [9] is the representation of a 2·pole, 3—phase symmetrical
_ induction machine. The windings of the machine are assumed to be sinusoidally
distributed and are represented by a single winding. There are NS effective
turns on each phase of the stator and NR effective tuIuS on each phase of the
IOIOI. For squirrel cage machines, NR represents the equivalent round rotor
number of turns. Each stator winding has the same resistance rS,leakage
inductance LZS, and se1f—inductance, LS. Similarly, each rotor winding has
the same resistance rr, leakage inductance Lzr, and self-inductance Lr.
The mutual coupling between the stator and rotor windings can be represented
as a function of the angular displacement between their magnetic axes.
The equations for the 1ine·to-neutral stator and rotor voltages are
xx dä ”„~2:2»” 2*%) 53 7 N8
Ü NV =; pk "_ + i I N}as xx _asx as s 4 N
„ f ....„„ ¤ 4= k + " . ‘ „Vbs P bs lbsrs f V JLÜ 3 , _ JnN/827 1*7 N* = k + ° __ QLcs pecs lbsrs N= - N
W1---
(2IllV = pk + i I Nar ar ar r
= k + 'vbr P br lbrrr N
v = pk + i rcr cr cr r
N
NN-1’¤wherek is the flux-linka e of a windin and pNis the operator d/dtj> TheS
gf1ux—1inkages·canbe represented as products of inductances and currents.
In matrix form, _ 7 2 N—^
2* fjsxgiü-2 NdmNN~··¤ N8 1 » N _ ON . „F ,„ ‘ N =
„ „ N.„ I,.
U NN _ _ X·N,H._N,Ngv=,€>»··‘N7 - Nxx:
_)?)????)J
N NN N
. ' 9 NN
bs-oxis · Ncs N_ . ® Nbr—¤x¤s N
Gr, "" N°S @ br bs . , N¤r—¤x¤s® ® ® ,« NN ‘ N
® N_ N NNCI" N
I
br,
Nb$ cs'® ® sb Q N® N§ NN
.//N..« N_ ® Ncs·¤x•s GS N
cr·¤xis
4 N
iCl' N
—
·
N
'bs N
/ N
+ r" + Nbr
N N
v rs + N“i°°" ss N, * NR Vbrcs r, vc, N
N VÜS N
N . N
N
V¤8 Var N- I', rrNos N
N
N
Figure 2.l. A three-phase, two—pole symmetrical induccion machine. N
N
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- _ T — _ T(Äabcs) [Tas Äbs ÄcsT (Äabcr) [Äar Äbr Ter] (2'l°3) T
v . . . T r _ . . . T T(labcs) [las lbs lcsl (labcr) — Tlar lbr ler] (2°l°a) T
and T T;*T (T4 T/__ Tt) \ !Q;· T _ ‘
L2S· ms° 2 ms 2 ms T
Ls 2Lms ß_ (2°l'5)
1 _
2Lms
—
2Lms \~E&swt„&ms T
T
/V ”^.T
- ff /V_g " TT, 1 1 ”„P£r + Lmr T— 1 , 71 ~ 1LR - 2Lmr Lmr —Lm TT T er T (T5; T T2Lmr 2Lmr Lmr L°‘ '^ T
cos Sr cos(Gr +·%E) cos(6r - gl) T
· - El E1'. TLSR —TLé;( cos(9r 3 ) cos Gr c0s(6r + 3 ) (2.1.7)
cos(9r +~§l) cos(6r · %EÖ cos Gr
and T · denotes transpose
LRS - stater winding leakage inductance
Lms = stator winding magnitizing inductance
Lzt = rotor winding leakage inductance
1
1
1
~ . 1{ 11
R 1
Lmr
— rotor winding magnitizing inductance
1
Lsr — stator—rotor mutual inductance 1
Sr — angular displacement between the stator and rotor axes.
1
It is oonvenient to refer the rotor quantities to the stator windings.
1This is aohieved through the following equations:
11
=• .. 1'B = 51 - 115. 5
1
1
labor NS labor abcr NR abcr 1
NS 1115 2 1
Äabcr N Äabcr LR NR LR <2°l'8)R 1 1
N N 1 1S — S ·Lms NR Lsr LMS NR LSR 1
1
Therefore, the induction machine Voltage equations can be written in
matrix form as 1
__ ( //1 / 1 1
- .. 1/ ,_Vabcs Rs + PLS PLMS labcs 1
_ = _ _ _ _ (2.1.9) 1
I I I • IVabcr p(LMS) RR + PLR _1abcr
1where 1
- T 1
Vabcs = [Vas Vbs vos] 1(2.1.10)
- T 1I = I I IVabcr [Var Vbr Vor] 1
1rs 0 0 fr 0 0_ _ NS 2 . 1
R = 0 r 0 R' = ·—— O r 0 (2.1.11)s s g NR r
0 0 r 0 0 r ~ 1s r
1
For a mu1ti—po1e machine, the angle Gr and the speed wr are redefined as
1
1
1
1
lalllll11111111111111111111111111
]
12
'6 = [glö V (2.1.12) 'XII .2Immr
= (2.1.13) ]
where P — number of poles
Grm · mechanical rotor displacement
wrm — mechanical rotor speed. _
Krause [ 9] has shown that substitution of Equations (2.1.12) and (2.1.13)
into Equation (2.1.7) is all that needs to be done in order for Equation(2 1.9)t
be valid for a P—pole machine. The electromagnetic torque in abc
variables is [10] —‘ g£Z€Ö Mi
Te Lms .51** öäiasiér “'ibsiél-(
/ (2.1.14) « '+·£§ cos 6 (i (i' - i' ) + i (i' · i' ) + i (i' — °'))2r as br cr bs cr ar cs ar
lbrwhereP equals the number of poles.
The matrix form of the voltage equations is very suitable fordigitalcomp ter
simulation. In the present form, however, the mutual inductances ]
are dependent on rotor position and, therefore, time. This is an undesirable ]
characteristic when trying to solve for the machine currents. A method
ofeliminatingthe time-varying inductances will be presented i Section2.3.2.2
The Steady-State Eguivalent Circuit
There are two methods one can use to develop the equivalent circuit of
'an induction motor. The method used in most machinery books [6] - [8]
'utilizes magnetic field vectors and their physical characteristics.
Asecondmethod that is less commonly found uses a mathematical approach[10].T e
differential machine equations are used to find the machine currents.· ]
These currents are then substituted back into the voltage equations and]
]
(‘
l3_
(
the results suggest the equivalent circuit that should be used. Although
7
they are different in their approach, both methods produce the
sameequivalentcircuit.
The mathematical development of the equivalent circuit can be found(
in Appendix A. For convenience, some of the results are presented here.
7
The equation for the line—to-neutral_voltage of one phase is (
“ “ 3 ” 3
“Vasrs Ias + Jws(L£s + 2 Lms) Ias Jws 2 Lsr r (2 2 1) (
( (
where a "”" denotes a phasor quantity. This equation suggests the 7
equivalent circuit of Figure 2.2 . From the equivalent circuit it can be (
shown that the magnitude of the rotor currentis~
(
Lsr las] w 3% L r I //5(1r(=·-;———————————————= (2-2-2) (,—£·+
jw (L +*2 L )l rr 2 + [w (L +*2 L)] lss lr 2 mr , ;—· s lr 2 mr
7
and the phase angle of the rotor current is
~ „-1[It=«E + Gis — tan ——-————;7———————— (2.2.3)
r
(
where Sis is the phase angle of the stator current. 7
The equations for the rotor current quantities should be used carefully (
when trying to find the actual machine currents. Equation (2.2.2) gives the . (
(magnitude of the rotor current for the equivalent circuit and the actual RMS
7rotor current of the machine. The angle that is calculated
fromEquation(2.2.3) is the phase angle of the rotor current i the equivalent (
circuit. This angle is not the actual rotor current phase angle. From(
Appendix A, the actual phase angle is
3 ws (L + — L‘ ) (— _ ig _ —l ws lr 2 mr 7Gif 2 Sr (0) + Gis tan (-.2.4) 7ss r
(
(
(
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Figure 2.2. Single—phase equivaleut circuit. 2
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(
where Sr (O) is the initial steady—state angular displacement between the (ss
as-axis and ar-axis of Figure 2.l . The phase angle of the equivalent (circuit rotor current can be rewritten as (
= , + + n . . .Li 6 8
—
(O) (2 2 5)r ir rss (
. The instantaneous steady-state current of the actual machine and the equiva- (
lent can be expressed as in Equations (2.2.6) and (2.2.7), respectively. (° (
•
2
/1
—iar 2 Tr cos((wS wr)t + Sir) (2.2.6)
— (
i = /2 I cos(w t + 9, + 9 (O) + w) (2.2.7)r r s ir r (ss
The term (ws - wr)t in Equation (2.2.6) can be replaced by
(
(
(ws - wr)t = swst (2.2.8) (
(
This represents the rotor electrical frequency and it usually has a value (
of 2-3 Hertz. The slip is represented by "s" and when expressed as a (
per unit quantity it is calculated using Equation (2.2.9) (
L! (31, gp}wr · wrE= -Z?-—- { pr im ' ( (2.2.9)
S (I ix" ; (EYÜ fr i > ( l
(
where ”( (
(
ms = 2wfS in electrical radians/sec (
wr = rotor speed in electrical radians/sec (
fs = stator supply frequency . (
(
The equivalent circuit developed here can only be used to analyze (
steady-state conditions. (
(
(
7 (
(
16
The steady-state equivalent circuit is utilized to find the stator and 1
rotor currents that are used as initial conditions when solving the machine's 1
differential equations. The machine is assumed to be operating with a 1
steady-state speed, wg , at some time, tss. This eliminates the need to
1 1
solve the differentialsäachine equations from start-up, at time te, to the
1
time it reaches the steady—state speed at time tss. The computational time 1
required to do that is excessive. The choice of using the steady-state 1
equivalent circuit to find the initial conditions may cause the transient 1
response (from initially turning the controller on) to be different from
1
that found when the differential equations are solved from start—up. 1
Beginning at StaIt—up, assume the voltage has the form of Equation (2.2.10) 1
1
vas = V cos(watO + 6€(o)) 1 (2.2.10) 1
1
we · electrical frequency of the stator 1
6e(o) — initial electrical angle
1
¢ — phase angle between the current and voltage 1
1
The rotor position is found from Equation (2.2.11) 1
St = 1
wrdt + Gr(o) (2.2.11) 1
o 1
wr · mechanical rotor speed 1
0r(o) - initial rotor position . 1
At time tc = 0, 9e(o) and 9t(o) can be chosen arbitrarily. The choices
1
will affect the values of the stator and rotor currents during start—up. 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 1
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1
When the machine reaches a steady-state speed after some time tss, the
1
actual rotor position is
1ss9r(tSS) = 1 wr(t)dt + 9r(o) 1 (2.2.12)
O
where wr(t) is some nonconstant function. At time tss, the Voltage and current 1
willbe1
1vas = V cos(metSS + 9e(o)) (2.2.13) 1
‘ I + 9 2 2 14 1ias cos(metSS e(o) - ¢) ( . . ) 1
If the steady-state equivalent circuit is used, the rotor position 1
equation becomes
g 19r (t) = 1 mr dt + 9r (o) (2.2.15) 1ss ss ss
° 1= mr t + St (o) (2.2.16) 1ss ss 1
where 9r (0) is the rotor position at time zero if mr = mr at time zero. 1ss . ssThe Voltage and current will have the same form as Equations (2.2.13) and 1(2.2.14) if 9a (o) = 9e(o). 1' ss
To eliminate the simulation of start-up, one would like to determine 1
the instantaneous Values of all machine quantities at some time tSS from 1
the equivalent circuit. The results should be the same as if the differential 1
equations had been solved from time tO(mr = 0). These quantities could then 1
1be used as the initial conditions to solve the differential equations at
1
time t > t . However, there is no way to compute 9 (t ) from 9 (t ) with-ss _ r ss r o 1out a knowledge of the function wr(t) (Equation (2.2.12)). Therefore, let 1
1(1
1
1
18 1
6rSS(tSS) = mrsstss + GrSS(o) (2.2.17)
where Sr (0) is chosen arbitrarily. Use of Equation (2.2.17) will result
in valueisof rotor currents which may or may not be the same value as those
computed if the differential equations had been used starting at tO. It
should be noted that an instantaneous value of rotor current corresponding
to a value of stator current during one cycle will be different for the same
value of stator current during the next cycle. This is due to the low
frequency of the rotor currents. 1
To find the initial conditions from the equivalent circuit,
Equations (2.2.l8)—(2.2.20) can be used. 1
1
· vaS(tSS) = V cos(metSS + 6eSS(o)) (2.2.18)
iaS(tSS) = I cos(w€tSS + Be (0) — 0) (2.2.19)ss y
9r(tSS) = wr tss + Br (0) · (2.2.20)ss ss y
The angles Se (0) and Gr (0) are arbitrarily set equal to zero. The
quantities for phaiis B and C gie found by adding or subtracting a phase
angle of-gl to Equations (2.2.l8)—(2.2.l9). The rotor current is found
from Equation (2.2.6). As mentioned previously, the transient response
may be different using the steady-state equivalent circuit initial conditions.
The difference arises because iar(tSS) and 9r(tSS) are different than the
values found if the differential equations are solved from StaIt·up. The
steady-state response with the controller on is not affected. »
2.3 The QDO Reference Frame,
As was mentioned previously, when the machine equations are written
in terms of abc quantities, the mutual inductances between the stator and
rotor are time varying. The mutual inductances are dependent on the rotor
1
1
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W 1position and this is the cause of the time variation. To solve
thedifferentialmachine equations for the currents by means of an iterative(*10technique would require the inductance matrix (Equation (2.1.7)) to be
inverted at every iteration. This is time consuming and inefficient. To
eliminate this undesirable characteristic the rotor and stator quantities ]
can be converted to an arbitrary reference frame [9]. This procedure will
eliminate the time—varyinginductances.The
trigonometric relationship between the abc variables and the arbitrary ]
reference frame can be seen in Figure 2.3 . The reference frame described
is known as the q·d—o reference frame. For three—phase unbalanced conditions,
]
in addition to the q-d axes shown, a third variable is needed to describe
the transformation. This variable is known as the o-axis reference frame.
For 3—wire machines the o-axis quantities are zero for any type of balanced
or unbalanced conditions. Using the notation of Krause [9] thetra sformati equations
can be expressed in matrix form as Im.Q
MUW
_,v
cos (B) cos(B 3 ) cos(B + 3 )fa2. . 2w , Zw3 sin (B) SlH(B 3 ) SlH(B + 3 ) fb (2.3.1)
fo l/2 1/2 1/2 fc]
7 ]wheret
1@ = wdt + @(0) (2.3.2)
O ]C ]
@Ct = mccdt + @Ct(0)(2.3.3)°
]
9 ]= - 769met
= speed of circuit being transformed
]
]
]
{ 2
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Figure 2.3. Relationship between the abc and q—d axes. 6
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and fa, fb, fc can be flux linkages, voltages or currents. The transformation 1
· 1
from q—d-o to abc quantities can be accomplished using äy
jß
1?f cos (B) sin (B) 1 f3 2 2 1* 1fb = cos(B · El) sin(B — gl) 1 fd Q1 (2.3.5) 1
fc cos(B + §EÖ sin(B + ggü l fO 1
1
where B is defined by Equation (2.3.4).
The quantities 9(O) and 6Ct(0) represent the initial angular displace- 13 1
, ments of their corresponding axes. When Get is defined to be the angular
1
displacement between the stator and rotor axes, care should be taken not I 1
to confuse 9Ct(0) = 9r(O) with Gr (O) of Equation (2.2.4). 1
ss
The transformation of Equation (2.3.1) can be used on the Voltage 1
V \\ 1
equations, Equation (2.1.9), to eliminate the time varying inductances. 1
When the transformation is performed,the equations become [9]
Ö 9 1
(/J 1 _. .(@9 é" /5% 1*1 1L 1 {
l" '° 1 . 1vqs rs + Lssp LSS(pG) 0 Mp M(p6) iqs 1
vds -LSS(p9) rs + Lssp O -M(p9) Mp ids 1
1= ' . .6VOS 1 O O rs + Lzsp O O 105 (2 3 ) 1
1 1 1 1 1 · 1Vqr 1 M M(pB) O fr + Ltrp Lrr(pB) iqr 1
Y ’ 1_ _ Y Y Y • Yvdr 1MßpB) Mp O Lrr(pB) fr + Lrrp 1dr1 1
1;* 161; 1 19 1 M1 ,1 0 1 1
where p is the operator·%E and 1 T-.1 1
I; 1111
11
E I ^
1 LSS
Lls + M .1111g_
1
(2.3-7)
1 1-11 ,, 1 1
,1, .- $11Ä:q _, 1
M 1 (2 . 3 . 8) 11 ‘„@ 111 1,11 ·1 2 — 1*1 Lms (2.3.9) 1II
1116-26 11 MQC 11 0111] 1In f”EÜ‘1—·‘ 1** f ·
;
NN
„ N
This set of equations describes the 3-phase, 4-wire stator machine of
22
Nv“’\ · NFigure 2.1 . A 3—wire stator machine can be represented if the zero-axis
Voltage equations (VOS) are eliminated from Equation (2.3.6). With the
N
Voltage equations in the q—d—o reference frame, many types of unbalanced
I
N
conditions can be easilysimulated.The
electromagnetic torque can also be expressed in terms of q·d—o N
reference frame variables. By substituting the abc variable currents N
into the transformation equation (Equation 2.3.5) and substituting the N
results into Equation (2.1.14) the electromagnetic torque equation becomes N
N
T = NENNQ-NM(i
i' —i i') (2.3.10) Ne 2 2 qs dr ds qr
N
This equation holds for 3·wire machines operating under any balanced or N
unbalanced conditions. It is Valid for 4—wire machines operating under N N N
§„ N
, ~, L
-·•]· "‘“'
balanced conditions, N
2.4 Simulation of Induction Motors With 0pen·Circuited Phases
iv)!
Electronic switching devices have recently been used to control N
the amount of energy consumed by induction motors. The Nola Power Factor N
Controller regulates energy consumption of a motor by using triacs to N
open circuit the stator windings. Simulation of a motor operating with N
the Nola Controller can be conveniently done in the q—d-o reference frame. N
Speed control of induction motors by means of electronic devices also
N
requires the open circuiting of the stator windings. The work done in N
that area [13] — [14] is applicable to simulating an induction motor N
operating with a Nola Controller. N
When simulating an open·circuited phase in q—d-o variables,
N
it is best to choose a stationary reference frame, which can be N
represented by setting m = 0 in Equation (2.3.2). The angle Sct N
should be set equal to Sr and met = wr. The initial angle can N
N
‘ N
N
lllllliNiiii Qi sin
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Cbe any desired Value and is usually chosen to be zero. The choice of
(
w = 0 and 6(o) = 0 forces the qs and as axes to coincide at all times. (
Figure 2.4 shows the relationship between the stator and rotor axes (
in the q-d—o reference frame. The stationary reference frame changes (
Equations (2.3.2) — (2.3.4) to
· (
6=O (2.4.1) (
C (
Br = mr dt + @r(¤) (2.4.2) (
° 4 (B = -6r ’ (2.4.3) (
Substituting these quantities into the Voltage equations results in 4
Equation (2.4.4). (
. ’ (Vqs rs + Lssp O 0 Mp O iqs
‘
VdS O rs + Lssp O O p ids (
VOS = O O rs + Lßsp O O ios(
I L
_G I I I _ •IVqr “¤ O
MP(2.4.4) (
As was stated previously, a 3-wire machine can be simulated by eliminating 4
(
the o-axis Voltage equation, VGS, from Equation (2.4.4). The expanded (
form of Equation (2.4.4) can be found in Appendix B. (
The instantaneous rotor speed at any time can be found from (
Equation (2.4.5).
döt _ 4
wL_=ä··E··· (2.4.5) (
(C (
(
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Figure 2.4. Relationship between the stator and rotor axes in the stationary
reference frame.
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25 T
The time derivative of the rotor speed can be computed using Newton's
Second Law as in Equation (2.4.6). T
. I* T
SY- (2 A6)dtJ ' °
T
where TE — electromagnetic torque of the motor.
TM — the mechanical load on the motor.
J - the total inertia of the motor and load.
T
In order to compute the instantaneous machine currents, Equation (2.4.4)
can be rearranged to get: T
. 1 Tpiqdo = L [V — Riqdo — Wwr] (2.4.7)
T T
where T
i = [i i i i' i' ]T (2 4 8)qdo qs ds os qr dr ° ° ° T
V = [v v v v' v' ]T (2 4 9)qs qd os qr dr ' ' °T
-1L
0 0 M 0ss0 L T 0 0 M 0 T__lssL
= 0 0 Lls 0 0 (2.4.10)
M 0 0 L' 0 Trr
0 M 0 0 L' Trr
0 0 0 0 TS .
0 r 0 0 0S T
Ä = 0 0 rs 0 0 (2.4.11)
0 0 ·0 r' 0r T
0 0 0 0 r'_ r
T
T
T
00
0
0
26 0
0 . 0
0
0 0
:71 = 0 (2.4.12) 0
I • I
Mids + Lrrldr 0
-M1 — L' 1* 0qs rr qr
0
The instantaneous machine currents can be computed using any numerical
integration technique such as the Fourth-Order Runge·Kutta Algorithm..
Since the instantaneous rotor speed is needed to compute the currents,
0
Equations (2.4.5) and (2.4.6) can be incorporated in the matrix equation —
(2.4.7) or they can be solved separately. Once the currents are computed
in the q—d-o variables, Equation (2.3.5) can be used to transform them
0 g; Ä
back to abc quantities. 0 0 0
During unbalanced operation, the entries of the matrices in 0
Equation (2.4.7) may change. Appendix B contains the derivation of the
voltage and current equations for the simulation of the system represented
in Figure 2.5. Some of the results will be presented here.
For a 3-phase, 3-wire machine (neutral wire disconnected),
0
phase A open,
0
. 0,, Ivas (2.4.13)
0
=
• 0vbs egb vng (2.4.14) 0
v = e - v (2.4.15) 0cs gc ng W
0
-.l .l 0vng 2(agb + agc) + 2 vas (-.4.16)0 00 0
0
0
0
aa aiiiiiaaaaaa 11 aaaaaaaaaaaaa 00 00 0
27
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
agb Vhs V
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V
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Figure 2.5. Three—phase iuduction motor and voltage source. V
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phase B open, ·
1
v = e - v (2.4.17)as ga ng
1
Vhs = wq + wd (2.4.18) 8 1
1
V = e · V (2.4.19)CS ga Hg
1
- 1 1vng 1 2(1ga + age) + 2 vhs (2.4.20) 11 1phase C open,
1
v = e - V (2.4.21)88 ga Hg
1Vhs 1 agb (2.4.22)
1
VCS = - · 1
- 1 1 1vng — 2(ega + egb) + 2 VCS (2.4.24)
1
where
1
—M xm . .
° 1
/8 X 1• M . .]_dS
1
1
and
Xm 1 (,,8 M (2.4.27) 1
1Kir 1 as Lét (2.4.28) 1
as 1 MfS (2.4.29) 1
1
8 1
111111111111111-11111111M
29 1
I
fs = stator supply frequency (2.4.30) 1
For a 4—wire machine, the open circuit condition Voltages are, 1
phase A open,
Vas = M p(iér — ios) (2.4.31) 1
Vbs = egb (2.4.32) I 1
VCS = egc (2.4.33) 1
phase B open, 1
V = e (2.4.34)as ga
1, . 1-· E .„vbs -M p(1OS + 2 iqr + 2 idr) (2.4.35) 1
VCS = egc (2.4.36) 1
phase C open, 1
V = e (2.4.37) 1as ga
Vbs = egb (2.4.38)
. 1 . 1/EI., 1VCS M p(1OS + 2 iär - 2 idr) (2.4.39)
To obtain the open-circuit condition machine equations, the appropriate
Voltages are transformed to q—d—o Voltages and substituted into
Equation (2.4.4). By combining like terms on each side of the equation,
the E and B matrices corresponding to the open—circuit condition being studied
can be found. Therefore, there are four different B and B matrices for each
1 1 1
1
1 1so 1
machine. The three open-circuit E and Ü matrices for each type of machine 1
are developed in Appendix B. When the proper matrices are substituted, the 1
instantaneous currents are calculated and the results can be used to 1
find the open-circuit voltages and electromagnetic torque (Equation (2.3.10)). 1
1
t 1
1
· 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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3. THE NOLA POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER
3.l Description ·
1
The Nola Power Factor Control;r was developed by NASA at the Marshall
Space Flight Center to reduce the energy consumption of pump and fan motors
used in solar heating and cooling systems. This device was patented in
October of l977 after being evaluated at Auburn University. The Auburn
tests [19] indicate that the Nola Controller can greatly reduce the energy
consumption of a lightly loaded induction motor. Experimental
resultsindicatethat the Nola Controller may be a useful energy saving device.
The Nola Controller utilizes electronic circuitry to regulate the ]
time between the voltage waveform zero crossing and the current waveform
zero crossing. Under sinusoidal conditions, this time interval, the
ZCTI, is proportional to the power factor angle. Figure 3.l is a block
diagram that indicates how the Nola Controller is used in conjunction with
an induction motor. Each phase of the three-phase controller has a triac
and voltage sensing circuitry. The gating circuitry generates a ramp that
is synchronized with the 60 Hz line voltage. The ramp waveform can be 1
seen in Figure 3.2 . Resistor Rl of Figure 3.1 is used to sense the motor 1
current. The gating circuitry uses this information along with the line
voltage information to produce a signal that is proportional to the zero- 1
crossing time interval (power factor angle) of the motor. The actual zero-
1
crossing time interval, ZCTI, is then compared to the desired ZCTI and an
error signal is produced. The error signal is generated from only one of
the motor's phases. Each phase uses its own comparator circuitry and the
error signal to generate firing pulses for the triac. Figure 3.2 indicates
n
]
]
]
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Figure 3.1. Block diagram of the Nola Power Factor Controller.
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Figure 3.2. Timing diagram.
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that when the error signal is less than the ramp signal a pulse is
generated for as long as this condition exists. The triac will conduct I
whenever a pulse is generated. After the pulse is gone, the triac will I
conduct until the current goes to zero. By adjusting the desired power
I
factor control signal, the amount of time the triac stays on can be controlled
and, therefore, the ZCTI can be regulated. Schematic drawings of the I
electronic circuitry and a more detailed description of the controller's I
operation can be found in References [18] — [20] and [23].
I
With the triac turning on and off, the motor's Voltage and current
waveforms look similar to those in Figure 3.2 . The angle 6 represents I
the ZCTI. The amount of energy used by a lightly loaded induction motor I
can be reduced if 9 is made the same as its full—1oad Value. Without the
controller, as load is decreased,9 becomes larger and there is an increase
I
in current while there is no additional useful work done by the motor. I
The additional current takes the form of I2R losses in the machine. The I
[effect of making 6 the same as the full load ZCTI can be seen in
Figure 3.3 , [20].
I
_ SOURCE VOLTAGE ICURRENT I
_ cuaatm 2 I
I
I
ZCTI 2 ZCTI I I
A I
I
Figure 3.3. The effect of changing the hold—off time on the current
waveform.
I
I I
I
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As the ZCTI approaches the full load value there is a decrease in current. I
This reduces the TZR losses and, therefore, the amount of energy used by I
the motor. I
Another result of open circuiting the stator windings is the reduction I
in Voltage. When a phase is open circuited,the Voltage across the winding I
is that produced by induction from the rotor currents. The value of this I
Voltage is less than the normal line Voltage. This reduction in Voltage I
also contributes to lower energy consumption.
The Nola Controller is designed to be used with a 4-wire machine [23]. I
I
·Each phase of the motor has its own triac which is independent of the other I
two. Without a neutral wire, two triacs would have to be connected at all I
I times in order for current to flow. This condition would require some ~ I
type of coordination between the phases. The Nola Controller does not have I
this coordination capability. A pulse generator has been developed at _ I
Auburn [19] that allows the Nola Controller to be used with 3—wire machines.
II
Keeping two triacs on while another is off can be controlled by the trailing
I
edge of the generated pulses.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
. I
_ 364. SIMULATION RESULTS
4.1 Simulation of an Induction Motor Operating With a Nola Controller N
The simulation of an induction motor operating under the influence
of a Nola Power Factor Controller was implemented on a digital computer
using the equations of Section 2.4. The machine equation [2.4.4] is of
Nthe form,
px = Äx + EG (4.1.1)where Nx = iqdo = n - dimensional vector of currents (4.1.2)
E = Ü · Wmr = n — dimensional vector of voltages (4.1.3)
NÄ = E-lä = n X n constant matrix of resistances (4.1.4)
E = i—l = n X n Coustant matrix of inductances (4.1.5)n = 4 for a 3-wire machine or 5 for a 4-wire machine N
The machine currents of Equation (4.1.1) were computed using a Fourth-Order
Runge—Kutta integration algorithm. The motor was initially assumed to be
running at steady—state speed under balanced conditions. The steady—state
equivalent circuit (Figure A.l of Appendix A) was then used to find theinitial abc variable currents. These currents were transformed into
q—d-o variables by using Equation (2.3.1) and the results were used as the
initial conditions for the first iteration. The angle Sr (o) was set equal
Nss
to zero when computing the initial steady—state currents from the equivalent
circuit. For the first iteration of the Runge-Kutta Algorithm,
1
37 N@r(¤) = swst + @tSS(¤) (4.1.6)
This angle represents the displacement of the rotor after t seconds when
the motor is running in steady state. The instantaneous rotor speed
needed in E was calculated using Equations (2.4.5) and (2.4.6). The three
open-circuit E and V matrices for each type of machine are found in
Appendix B. The F matrix was the same under all conditions for both the
three- and four-wire machine. N
The Nola Controller was simulated by comparing the latest computed value
of voltage (current) with the previous value of voltage (current) to see if
there had been a sign change. A change of sign from positive to negative
during a positive half cycle or from negative to positive during a negative
half cycle indicated that the voltage (current) had gone through a zero
crossing. The current was tested only after a voltage zero crossing had
occurred. After it had been determined that the current had changed its
sign, the time at which the current went through zero was calculated. This
was done using Equation (4.1.7) which was developed from Figure 4.l .
A1
1,,
N
1,
N
_ tzc
11 1
Figure 4.1. Determination of the exact current zero crossing time.
1
38 _ T
tzc = (ie t)/(il i¤) (4 l 7) T
The time tzc was used to find the values of the other phase currents T
at the time just before the triac turned off. Those currents were then T
used as initial conditions for the first iteration when solving the
T
machine equations for the open-circuit condition.
T
Two constraints were included when modeling the controller. They are
T
1) only one phase would be open circuited T
at any time. T
2) a firing pulse that originates in one T
half cycle of voltage does not extend
T
into the next half cycle.
T
The first constraint is necessary when the original Nola Controller is T
being analyzed with a three-wire machine. The second constraint is~ T
required to ensure that no erratic current pulses arise [23]. T
The power factor angle of the machine was calculated from the difference
T
in the zero crossing times of the voltage and current. The result of
T
Equation (4.1.8) was compared with the full—load power factor angle to
Tdetermine if the controller should be used. T
f180zcrm = (c. - u ) o (4.1.8) T1 v s w
where ZCTIA — zero-crossing time interval angle T
ti · current zero-crossing time T
· tv · voltage zero—crossing time T
i
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If ZCTIA was greater than the desired power factor angle, the desired power
factor angle was converted to time units and the phase being tested was
open circuited for that amount of time. Only one phase was used to compute
the machine's ZCTI and the amount of time the triac should be held off.
The hold-off time computed in the test phase was used as the amount of time
to open circuit the other phases when they experienced a Voltage and current
zero crossing.
4.2 Computer Plots of Machine Quantities
The results of the computer simulation can be seen in Figures 4.2.1 -
4.2.8 . The data of the two machines that were tested can be found in
Appendix C. The flow chart of Figure 4.3 illustrates the algorithm used in
the simulation. For the results presented here, the optimum power factor
angle (optimum ZCTT) was assumed to be 40°. This was near the maximum Value
allowed for ZCTI. The simulation of each machine started at 0.98 seconds
and ended at 1.26 seconds. The simulation of the controller started at
1.0 second. This allowed one cycle of steady-state balanced operation
to be plotted. The machines appeared to be at or close to a steady-state
unbalanced operating point after 1.24 seconds. There are two sets of
plots for each machine. One set shows the entire simulation (0.98-1.26 sec)
while the other shows the steady-state unbalanced operation (1.24-1.26 sec).
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Figure &.2.l. Waveforms of the 4-wire, 2-HP machine from 0.98-1.26 seconds.
(A) Stator current. (B) Stator Voltage.
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Figure 4.2.1. Waveforms of the 4-wire, 2-HP machine from 0.98-1.26 seconds.
(C) Rotor current. (D) Torque.
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Figure 4.2.1. Waveforms of the 4-wire, 2-HP machine from 0.98-1.26 seconds.
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(C) Rotor current. (D) Torque.
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(E) Speed. (F) Neutral current.
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Figure 4.2.3. Waveforms of the 3-wire, 2-HP machine from 0.98-1.26 seconds.
(A) Stator current. (B) Stator Voltage.
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Figure 4.2.4. Waveforms of the 3-wire, 2-HP machine from 1.24-1.26 seconds.
(C) Rotor current. (D) Torque.
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(C) Rotor current. (D) Torque.
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(E) Speed. (F) Neutral current.
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(C) Rotor current. (D) Torque.
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(A) Stator current. (B) Stator voltage.
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The simulation results of the 4—wire, 2-horsepower machine can be
seen in Figures 4.2.1 - 4.2.2 . The voltage waveform of Figure 4.3.lB
shows a slight reduction in the peak voltage when the controller is on.
The current peaks are greater when the controller is on but the average
value may be less due to the periods of time when the triac is off. The
rotor current and torque, Figures 4.2.lC - 4.2.lD , both have waveforms
that pulsate about an average value approximately equal to their steady—
state balanced condition values. By analyzing the waveforms, the frequency
of the pulsations are found to be six times the stator frequency.
After the initial transients die out, the speed waveform (Figure 4.2.lE)
pulsates about an average value that is very close to the steady—state speed
during balanced operation. The neutral current waveform is shown in
Figure 4.2.lF . Figures 4.2.2A — 4.2.2F are the "blown up" plots of the
machine quantities from 1.24 to 1.26 seconds.
' The 3·wire, 2-horsepower machine was simulated and the results can
be seen in Figures 4.2.3 · 4.2.4 . As with the 4-wire machine, the voltage
is reduced when the controller is on and the stator current peaks are
reduced from their balanced operation values. This was not the case for
the 4-wire machine. By disconnecting the neutral wire, the voltage and
current waveforms will have different shapes. The reason for this can be
found in Appendix B. The rotor current, torque and speed waveforms are
similar to the 4-wire machine waveforms. The noticeable difference is the
magnitude of the pulsations.
l
·
‘
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results of the 5-HP machine simulation can be seen
inFigures4.2.5 · 4.2.8 . The 4-wire machine waveforms are similar inshap to
the waveforms of the 4·wire, 2·HP machine. The speed of the 5-HP
machine, Figure 4.2.5E , doesn't swing as far away from the steady·state
speed as the 2-HP simulation. This difference arises from thedifferenti r ia
constant of eachmachine.l
‘ F l
l6 l
l
l
l
l
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
¤The purpose of this research was to simulate an induction motor
operating in conjunction with a Nola Power Factor Controller. The
simulation of a three- or four-wire induction machine was achieved on a
digital computer.
¤Other work in the area of induction machine simulation,
[13] - [14]
has required the assumption of constant speed. For the purpose of more
accurately describing the transient conditions during unbalanced operation,
this assumption was not made in this research. The torque, rotor current
and speed waveforms appear to be most affected by this assumption while
the stator current and Voltage waveforms remain unchanged. The accuracy
of the three-wire simulation seems to be consistent with the results found
in [13]. The four-wire simulation results are comparable to those found
in the Auburn field measurements.
The performance of the induction machines that were tested did not
seem to be adversely affected by the Nola Controller. Most notably, the
speed during unbalanced operation was close to the steady-state balanced
operation speed. The existence of a pulsating torque was confirmed but the
average torque remains constant once the initial transients die out.
The magnitude of the pulsations may cause abnormal fatigue on the shaft of
the machine. The effects of the torque on the life of the shaft is beyond
the scope of this research. A reduction in Voltage and current appeared
when the controller was used.
There are other areas that still need to be investigated. One area
concerns the question of how effective the Nola Controller is in saving
68
energy. To determine this, a more accurate load model must be used. The
use of a torque-speed curve would enhance the simulation. Also, information
on windage and friction losses would be helpful.
Another area requiring further work would be to modify the existing
computer program to handle the conditions of having two phases open circuited.
The present program has a limit on the hold-off time of approximately 45°.
Modification of the present program could be achieved quite easily using
the method of Appendix B.
‘
This research has dealt only with the effects of the controller
on the machine to which it is connected. Another possible area to investigate
would be how the controller affects the system to which it is connected.
The existence and consequences of harmful harmonics would be worth
investigating.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF AN INDUCTION MOTOR EQUIVALENT A
CIRCUIT USING A MATHEMATICAL APPROACH
The equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.2 will be developed in this
‘ appendix using a mathematical approach [10]. The equivalent circuit being A
developed is for the three-phase machine of Figure 2.1. The voltage equations ~
A
of a three-phase machine are given by Equation (2.1.1).
Assuming a symetrical machine being fed by a balanced three-phase A
source, the stator currents will be A
ias = IS cos(wSt + Gis) (A.1) A
i = I cos(w r + G — 21) (A 2)bs s s is 3 ° A
i = I cos(w t + G + 21) ‘ (A 3)cs s s is 3 ' A
where
IS — peak value of che stator current. (A.4)
Gis - stator current phase angle.
(A.5) A
Since the rotor windings are shorted together, the rotor phase voltages will A
be zero. Therefore, the phase A rotor voltage equation is,
A
v = 0 = r i A (A.6)ar r ar dt ar Awhere — A
X = L cos(G ) i + L cos(G - 21-) i (A 7)ar sr r as sr r 3 bs A °
Zn . . ’ l . l .+ Lsr c°S(9r + Ü-) lcs + Lr lar _ 2 Lmrlbr — 2 Lmrlcr
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and,
Lr = Lat + Lmr (A.8)
Substituting Equations (A.l-A.3) into (A.6) and simplifying results in
- - 51_ _ _0 rrlar + dt[%Lsr{3 c°S(wrt + 6rSS(°)
mst Gis) + ¢a}
+1 (L +lL )] (A9)ar r 2 mr '
where
4w 4wwa = cos(¤) + cos(¤ — E-O + cos(a + E-O = 0 (A.lO)
and
a = ort + Gr (o) + mst + Gis (A.ll)
ss
Equation (A.6) then becomes V '
r ar dt 2 sr s r rss s is
+1 (L +}-1.)] (A12)ar r 2 mr '
If slip is defined as
ms — mrS=·*—;*—" (A.13)
s
then Equation (A.l2) becomes
3
_ . 3 .O - rtiar - swSGELSr) IS
+(L +lL
)i%—‘%-Il (A14)r 2 mr dt °
7l A
Rearranging Equation (A.l4) results in ‘
Adiar _ _3 .rriar — swS(2LSr) IS SlH(SwSC + Gis 6rSS(o)) A
A
Equation (A.l5) is a linear first-order differential equation whose solution
Ais A A
iar = IR cos(swSt + Sir) (A.l6) A
where
V
A3Sws(2Lsr) IsIR = -——————-———-—--—-————-— (A.l7)2 l 2It + [swS(Lr + 2Lmr)]
and A
w -l ASir = — E-- Sr (o) + Bis - Can ———————?——————— (A.l8)ss r
Similarly, it can be shown that the other rotor currents are
. _ _2g Aihr — IR cos(swSt + Sir 3 ) (A.l9) Ai = I cos(sw t + G + E39 (A-20)cr R s ir 3
A The equation for the single-phase, line—to-neutral Voltage of phase A A
can be found by substituting Equations (A.2—4), (A.l6) and (A.l9—20) into
A
the phase A Voltage equation. From Equation (A.l),
_ , dVas - rsias + dt kas (A.2l) A„ where
72 9
. . . 1 . Zw . 9*33 L3 älmslbs · ämslcs 3 )lbr 1
+ L c0s(6 -
gl) i . (A 22)sr r 3 cr °
Substituting for the currents in Equation (A.22) and simplifying results in
Equation (A.23)
6 1 1Vas ISIS COS (MSI + Sis) + dt[ (LS + E-Lms) IS COS (MSC
3 cos Y)] (A.23) Y
where L = L + L and,S 9,8 HIS 1
hw Awwb 0 (A.24)
{;QMIC + Gr (O) +SMSCSS'Y
= wr: + Gr (0) + swg: + Sir = a (A.26)
ss
Since wr: + swst = ws: the stator voltage can be expressed as
vas = VS c0s(wSt + BVS) (A.27) w
The A phase quantities are expressed in·Equa:i0ns (A.28) - (A.30). w
- jwst 1v = Real(/2IV e ) (A.28)88 88
„ jwst w
i = Real(/2 I e ) (A.29)as as 1— /_ „ jwst
iar = Real( 2 Irb e ) (A.30) 1where 1
~ V3 jövs 1Vas =·-— e (A.3l)fs 1
- I ja .1aS = —s- 3 is (A.32) lE 1
_ It YIrb = —— 6 (A.33)” 1
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA88MM,,,1
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Substitution into Equation (A.23) yields (
- jwst - jwst (Real(/E.V e ) = Real(/E I e ) ras as s3 3 1 3w ¤ 3I + Real(/5-w (L +·l L ) I e 2 e S )s s 2 ms as (
3-E 3w ¤3 “ 2 s+ Real(/E mS(2 LSI) Irb e e ) (A.34)
Additionally, the imaginary part of the above equation must be equal
(since it would be the time derivative of Equation (A.23). Thus the ·
complex equality gives vv (
- jw t , jw t
„ j- jw t/5 V e S = /5 r I e S + /5-w (L + l·L ) I e 2 e Sas s as s s 2 ms as (.vr .3 “ T5 Jwst+ /5 Q Q (
OI (
§=1·i +jm(L +ä1)i -j(„$’—1.i (A35) (as s as s 2s 2 ms as s 2 s1- 1- °where
IRIr= -—· w + Sir + Gr (0) (A.36)/2 QQ (
It can be shown that [9] (
NL =Lsrms NS
NR2L= L ——— (A.38)mr ms N (S
Substituting these equations into Equation (A.35) and rearranging
results in the equivalent circuit of Figure A.l, where
4
‘ 4
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xzs = wSL2S (A.39) R„ NS
_ R
r' =
RR§R2
r (A 41) Rr N r °R R
x = w M = w (Q L ) (A 42)m s s 2 ms ' R
N
l =
___It NS lr (A.43) R
Equation (A.44) can be derived using Figure A.l.
R
- - jxm R RI; = las r; (A.44)
E- + j(xir + xm) R
The magnitude of the equivalent circuit rotor current is therefore R
.. „ XmS R
R1;| = R1aSR—————————-— <A.<+6>
Yr'2 + s2(x' + x )2 Rr lr m
Equations (A.37) - (A.43) give RN3 R„ „ R SwsR2 Lsr) NS RRIYLI = Rlasl ——————————————-— (AA6)/2 3 2 R
Equation (A.47) can be derived from Equations (A.8) and (A.l7).
- 1 N RR1;R = Ä-Q- (A.47)v/E S R
Equations (A.37) and (A.43) agree with Equation (A.47). Similarly, from
R
the equivalent circuit
76 L
., s(x' + x )
LI; = Bis + lg- — tan Lr
Using Equations (A.37) — (A.43) in Equation (A.48) results in Equation
L
(A.49).
L3.. sw (L + — L )LI; = eis + Q - tan Lr
Therefore, from Equations (A.8) and (A.l8) L
LIr = TT + Sir + Sr (0) (A.50)ss L
which agrees with Equations (A.36) and (A.43). The equivalent circuit
L
thus satisfies the terminal conditions.
T77APPENDIXB T
DERIVATION OF THE MACHINE EQUATIONS
FOR ONE PHASE OPEN CIRCUITED CONDITIONS
TTo solve the machine equations for certain unbalanced conditions,
Equation (2.4.4) must be modified to describe the imbalance being studied.
This can be most easily done when the equations are written in terms of
q-d-o reference frame variables. The equations of an unbalanced three- or
four-wire machine are developed in this appendix. These equations are used
in the computer programs to compute voltages and currents during unbalanced
operation.The
time rate of change of the machine currents can be computed if
Equation (2.4.4) is rearranged to get 'T
piqdo = FH? - Wwr - ä1qdO1 (B.l) T
where iqdo,E,U,W,ä are defined by Equations (2.4.8)—(2.4.l2). Since the
rotor speed is not assumed to be constant, Equation (B.l) is a nonlinear
·differential equation. It can be solved using any numerical integration
technique such as the Runge—Kutta. When one phase is open circuited, the
entries of E and Ü will depend on which phase is open. The E and Ü matrices
can be derived by analytically finding the q-d-o voltages, substituting the
results into Equation (2.4.4) and then combining like terms.
Using the stationary reference frame of Figure 2.4 , the open-circuit
stator voltages of the four·wire machine in Figure 2.l can be found using
Equations (B.2)-(8.5).
. T
T
T
T
T
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V cos B sin B 1 V8.S QS
Vbs = cos(B
— gg-) sin(B - gl) 1 VdS (B.2)
— 211* 211 'VCS cos(B + T) sin(B + T) l VOS
'1'hus,
V = V + V (B.3)as qs es
1 /5Vhs · aus · 71.1 + vos
<B·‘·>
l1 /5 ‘Vcs · aus ** vu. + vos <B·5>
Similarly, the stator currents are
i = i + i (B.6)8.S QS OS
. 1. /5.
lbs - Zlqs
—
2lds + ios (BJ)
. _ 1. /5. .
lcs
_
· 2]-QS + -2lds + los
(B·8)
In the stationary reference frame, the transformed stator currents can be
found from Equations (B.9)—(B.12)
¤
iqs cos(B) cos(B - gl) cos(8 + ias
ids = ä- s1u(B) s1u(8 -
äq-) sin(B + gl) 1.DS (B.9)
os 2 2 2 J cs
. 2. 1. 1.lqs 3las — 3lbs - 31cs (EJO)
¤1 = $(1 - · > (11.11)ds cs lbs
’
1 = E-(1 + ‘ + 1 ) (B.12)os 3 as lbs cs
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The transformed stator Voltages are
2 l lVqs 3Vas 3Vbs N
V V ) (B.l4)ds /5 cs bs
V = l{V + V + V ) (B.l5)os 3 as bs cs
In terms of machine parameters these Voltages are (from Equation (2.4.4))
N
=
n
'
•vqs Lzspiqs + Mp(iqs + iqr) + rsiqs (B.l6)
=
• • •| •Vds Llspids + Mp(1dS + idr) + rsids (B.l7)
VOS = Lzspios + rsios (B.l8)
d
l where p is the operator EE·.
The system of Figure 2.5 will be used to derive the open-circuit
equations for a four·wire machine. With phase A open, the Voltages across
phases B and C are
_ Vbs = egb (B.l9)
VCS = egc (B.20)
The open-circuit Voltage of phase A can be found by substituting
Equations (B.l6) and (B.l8) into Equation (B.3). The result is
Equation (B.2l).
=
• • • •| • •1.. 1..1*1.. 1 1..> 1 M¤<1.. 1 1..> + 1*.<1.. + 1..> <B·21> N
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However, from Equation (3.6), I
i = 0 = i + i (3.22)as qs os
iqs = -iOS (3.23)
Substituting for iqs in the phase A open circuit voltage equation results
in Equation (3.24).
=
•'
1
•
>
A
vas Mp(1qr ios) (B.24)
A
This is the voltage induced from the rotor currents. The q-d-o reference
frame voltages can now be found by substituting Equations (B.l9), (3.20)
A
and (B.24) into Equations (3.13)-(3.15). The results of these substitutions A
are Equations (B.25)-(3.27). · A
l
g n' 1
•
tz,vqs 10s) 3(egb+<-zgc) (B.25) A A
v = —l(e - e ) (3.26)ds /5 gc gb
=
aj
-·
•vos
3(egb + egc) (3.27)
The q-d·o voltages are now expressed in terms of the other state variables
in Equation (2.4.4). Substituting Equations (3.25)-(B.27) into
Equation (2.4.4) and rearranging will give the 3 matrix for when phase A A
is open circuited. The result is A
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1-.. 0 éü 51 O
0 L 0 0 MSS
LA4 = 0 0 0 (B.28)
M 0 0 Lk 0
O M O O L'rr
The new Ü matrix of Equation (2.4.4) will be
l
‘
-(6 -6 ) .17 = /5 gb gb . (6.29)A4 1
8{egb + ego)
0
0
When phase B is open circuited,
Vas = ega (B.30)
[VCS = egc (B.3l)
v vbs 2 qs 2 ds os
_ 1 /5. 1. /5., .
Zlds)
_ M(2lor + Zldr) + Llsplos
1. /5. .+ rS(21qS + zids + los) (B.32)
From Equation (B.7), ~
. _ _ 1.° /5. .1198 • 0 — -2lqs — -7ldS +lo .
_ 1. /5. —1OS — ·§lqS - 21dS (B.34)
1
1
1
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Therefore, 1
. 1. G. 1vhs ·Mp(1oS + Ziér + Ziér) (B.35)
Substituting Equations (B.30), (B.3l) and (B.35) into Equation (B.l3)—(B.l5)
results in Equations (B.36)~(B.37). 1S 1lvqs = 3(2ega + egc) 1
vd = —l·e + —lMpwI ' (B.37)S »/E SS »/E M 1
lvos 3(ega + egc)
G. 10I —
1oSEquations(B.36)-(B.38) can be substituted into Equation (2.4.4) and
the phase B open eireuit L and V matriees will result.
2. 2M ·-i:M 1. 2 3
.L. 10 L -.1. · „. %«ss /5 2 3 1
iB4= 0 0 12 3 1
M 0 O L' 0rr 1
0 M 0 0 L' 1I']?
1
-e ) 13 ga ge
1 11
‘ - L 1VB4
_
3(ega + age)
° S 1
O 1
1
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In a similar manner, the phase C open circuit E and Ü matrices can be found.
Only the results will be presented here. — 1
1
LSS 0 -g·M 2M —LM 12/5 10 LSB in in gu/5 2/5 1
10.- 1 1 11.+%+ ä1 --*+1 12/E
M 0 0 ° L' 0 1II
10 M 0 0 L'II 1
(B.41) 1
·£(2e - e )
‘
3 sa sb , 1
/5 gb 1
l 1VC4 1
1
° 1
0 1
1
The machine currents can be calculated using Equation (B.l) with the
appropriate E and V matrices inserted. Once the currents are found, the
electromagnetic torque is computed by transforming the currents to abc
variables and using them in Equation (2.1.14).
A three—wire system can be represented if the neutral wire switch of
Figure 2.5 is open. The o-axis voltage equation is zero for balanced
and unbalanced conditions. It can be neglected in Equation (2.4.4) when5 · 1
a three—wire machine is being analyzed. 1
1
84Thederivation of the three—wire machine open—circuit equations ·
proceeds in the same manner as the four-wire machine derivation. The maindifferences in the two derivationsar :l)
The three-wire machine doesn't use the o-axis variables.
2) With one phase open, the Voltage across an energized winding
is not equal to the Voltage of the source to which it is
connected. l
For example, with phase A open
vbs = egb · vug (B.42) T
V = e -csgc
ngwhereVug is the Voltage between the neutral of the stator supply and
n
the neutral of the stator windings. An expression for Vng can be
established by using the o—axis Voltage of the transformation equation.
The o·axis Voltage equation can be found by substituting Equations (B.42)-
(B.43) into Equation (B.l5). The result is
V = 0 = l(V + e — V + e — V )os 3 as gb ng gc ng
= Vas + egb + egc · Zvug (B.44)
Since the Voltage source is balanced,
·ega = egb + egc (B.45)
Therefore, the expression for Vng is
85 1
V e ) · (3.46) °ng 2 as ga
Using Equation (3.46) in the Voltage transformation equations results 1
in the q-d axis Voltages of Equations (3.47) and (3.48) 1
1
2 1 21 °Vqs ävas - 3(egb + egc) + ävng
1
- Z l L1 · 31.3 + Sag. + 3(Vas ég3> 1
=
1. Vas (B.47)
V =·—l(e - e ) (3.48)ds Jg gc gb
1
From [ll], it can be shown that
1
Vas = Mpiét (B.49) 1
1
Using Equations (B.47)·(B.49), the L and U matrices for a three-wire
1
machine with phase A open circuited become
1
"L 0 0 0 0 1ss 1 1O LSS O M ·—— (e C - e b)LAB = vA3 = E g g (6.60) 1M O L' 0 OI'I°
1
0 M O L' Orr 1
1
These are the matrices to be used in Equation (3.1) when phase A is
1
open circuited. 1
The Voltage equations for when phase B or phase C is open can be 1
found from [ll] also. For conVenience,the results are presented here. 1
1I
1
1
1
1
5
55 55 86 5
For phase B open, 5
—¥< - ) (661) 5Vng 2 vbs egb ° 5
v = e - v (B.52) 5as ga ng
5
vhs = wq + dä (B.53) 5
5v = e — v (B.54)CS gc ug 5
=i _, _i 5vqs 2(aga age) 2(¢q + we) (B.55)
1 /5==—-—— · ———· + B.56vds age) 2(we ue) ( )
5where 5
3— .' 5we
5/5we — · —jMp(wmidS + iér) (B.58)
5and 5
5 bi- (6 69) 5m x + x' °m 2r 5
X =-nu (6.60) 5H1 S
5
xér = wsLit (B.6l) 5
For phase C open, 5
5
lVug = 2(vcS — egc) (B.62) 5
5
V = e - v (B.63)as ga ng 5
5
‘ 5
5
5
5 5 5. 87 5
Vbs = agb — Vng (B.64) 5
5
VCS = wq - wd (B.65) 5
,i _ -3. - 5Vqs 2(6ga égb) 2(¢q ¢d) (B.66)
1 /5
VdS ega) + 2(wq wd) (B.67)
5
whera wq and wd are defined by Equations (B.57) and (B.58), raspectivaly.
Employing the same procedure that was used when phase A was opan circuited,
the E and V matricas can ba derivad. Tha results are shown in
Equations (B.68)-(B.69). ° 5
5
5
l /3 3 /3_ LSS‘Z5“„„ ·Z5"„ ZM ‘? 5
5/5 3 /5"‘Z5"m L„·Z*’„„ ·ZM 5M 5
L133= 5M 0 1.* 0FT 5
0 M 0 1.* 5II
5
(B.68)i(6 -6) 52 ga gc
5
5V _ 2/5g gB3- 5
° 5
0 5 5
· 5
5
5
5
55 5
4 4 88 4‘ 41 /3 3 MLss - 4 Fm 4F m ZM 4
/3 3 M 4
L =
4-4 Fm Lss - 44Fm 4 4M
C3 M 0 1.* 0 4 4II'
4
0 M 0 L'rr
· (B.69) 4
1
4
4l „2/{eab ega) 4
VC3 =
4
40
4
0 4
4
4
=Y4Fm 0mM (B.70)
4
Using the E and U matrices corresponding to which phase is open, the
instantaneous currents can be computed and used in Equation (2.3.8) to
find the instantaneous torque. . 4
4
4
4
4‘ 4
4
4
44 4
4
4
4
4
_ ]
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APPENDIX C ]
]MACHINE DATA ]
The following machine data was used in the computer simulation. For
the 2-HP motor[12],]
r = 1.1042 Q L = L' = 0.1129 HS MS MI
]
r' = 1.0956 Q L' = 4.3 mHr lr ]
V=208V L2S=4.3mH]
2—J= 0.0105 kg — m frequency — 60 Hz
NS.poles= 6 ·ü— = 1
R ]
For the 5·HP motor [9], ]
r = 0.295 Q L = L' = 0.0351 HS MSMIr'
= 0.144 Q L' = 0.554mHrlr
]
V = 110 V L2 = 1.33 mHS ]
J = 0.026 kg -
mz frequency = 60 Hz
]Ns
poles = 2 ·§— = lR ]
]
]S ]
‘ ]
]
]
]‘é
é é é ]
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